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1. Introduction 

A search for unus'ual meson resonances glueballs and 

hybrids. - comes. across·1;1nsatisfactory knowled~e of the back

.ground· of "standard" excitations of a qq-system obeying the 

same quantum ~umber JPc. · Of course, the investfgation of 

"standard" excitations has a great interest itself.· 

In this paper the spectrum of. radial' and orbital •.exci ta

. ;tions '(with LS=O) of light mesons (consisting of u, d, an~ s 

quarks) ,is calculated. within a .relativized potential model 

·elaborated by Gerasimov /l/ on'tlie basi; of .the quasi~poten

tial approach .given by Todorov 1.21 . A similar approach· was 

developed by Godfrey and Isgur / 3 / to describe the spectrum 

of· all. mesons .and their excitations· from the pion to. the 

upsilon. 

We do 'not pursue such global purposes and we concentrate 

our efforts on.the best descriptio~ of light·mesons only. A 

•. proximity of our results to .the results / 3 / justifies .our 

approach. Also we do not consider radial and orbital excita~ 

t:i.ons.with'Ls:t.o in order to avoid ~mbiguiti~s carried by un-:-: 

certainties of the spin-orbit. interactic;m, and 71-71• -mesons 

. because for these mesons the ·annihilation channel, which is 

not. enough studied, is essential. 
. . ' 

· In Section 2· we briefly remind general features of the 

employed mode{ /l, 2/ (In Appendix A we give t~e appli~ation 

of this model to our case in, ~ore detail). At, the same time 

we compare the calculated spectrum of radial arid orbital 

.excitations. (with LS=O) with experimentally obs.erved resonan-

~es of light mesons. 

The data analysis on the basi.s of. predicted. resonances 

will be ,presented •in Part II of. this·.work . . ',' 
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2. The predicted spectrum of radial and orbital excita-
- . 

tions of light mesons 

The recipe of the relativization of the potential qq -
model given by Gerasimov 111 consists in _the following. 

First, we have to solve a nonrelativistic problem on the 

eigenstates of relative motion of quark and antiquark coupl

ing by elected ( nonrelati vistic) potential*>. ·.Secondly, we 

substitute instead of quark· and 'antiquark masses their .~ . ' 

effective energi~s 

C 
q,q 

[W2±(m2 
-- ' ' q 

2 - m
q 

)]/(2W), (1) 

where W is the total energy in the c: m. s·. Thirdly, we have 

to resolve the equation for W 

W = (c 2 ' + m 2 )/(2c ) + (c- 2 + m- 2 )/(2c .) +' E(c. , c-), (2) 
q q. . . q '· ; 'q . q . q . q q. 

where E(-e-, , c ) ._ is - just a manifest (not numerical!) solution 
·q q 

of _the rionr_elati vistic problem ·•for the binding energy eigen-

value.with the-. above subs ti tut ion m ~c , , m-~c- . , 
. -- . ' .. q q q q 

In our problem; we_, consider a combination of the Coulombe-

like potential w_i th the-. linear potential 

V(r),= - K/r .+ r/a2. . :(3) 

·we impose an addition.;_! requirement for. the binding 

energy of the'groundsia{e to vanish, . - . . . 

., .:i: = o, 
15 

; I 

(4) 

and thus c =m , c- =m- in this state ... Under this ansatz we 
' ' ·, q I ', q• •' q . .' q '.: '< ." • 

have a supplementary d1men~1onless equality 
-·· 

(2µa) 2
/

3 K'= A -~•2:·144 .. \,'(1/µ·= 1/m + 1/m-), (5) 
0 q q 

which giyes_ a connection-_between. the, parameters K and a. , 

*)"•' ·- ",'', -- ' . ·. ' ''. -- . •·. ·- :. ,_' ,,: ,·,. . ' . ' • 
· Remark, all this procedure_ i_s justifiable if the potential 

behaves as a Lorentz-scalar 'that'. is usually ·implied. for the 
confinement potential. 
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We propose that the parameter A has a fixed value,(5) for ~11' 
states. So,' all calculations will. be perform~d' at t_his u_n~

versal value A. 
0 

For the manifest solution of the nonrelativistic problem 

with the potential (3) we employ the interpolating formulae 

presented in Appendix A being somewhat improved of the 
corresponding formulae from the work / 4/. -. 

Then,. we · are in need of introducing a spin-spin inter

action, and we put it into the linear mass operator in _the 

form of a contact term 

; = w + 4& sos- ~(r). 
q q 

A 

(6) 

For: ma.trix elements of the operator c between i and j states 

of the qq-system we pr?pose 

c = C/(c. 1'c 1c- 1 c-1 ) 1
/

2 

IJ q q q q 
(7) 

with C.as a universal constant. Really, we will consider-two 

different variants: first, when the spin-spin coupling 'is de

termined by this formula (7) and which we call the "weak" 

spin-spin coupling, and second, when we substitute in formula 

(7) masses of a quark and an antiquark instead of their 

effective energies and which we call the "strong" (nonrelati

vistic) spin-spincoupling. In the latter case we have matrix 

elements independent of states 

c =C/(mm-). 
I J q q 

' . ( 8) 

Now, the unknown parameters_ of the problem are: masses 

of nonstrange (m
0

) and strange _(m
8

) quarks, the strength of 

t'.he spin-spin interaction ( C), and t:he par<;lmeter of, for 

instance, linear potential (a). These four parameters are 

'fixed by the reproduction of experiment~! masses .of n(140)-:-, 
. ~ . ' -

p(770)-, K(496)-, and b (1235)-mesons. The first three masses 
. ' . 1 . 

are calculated as total energies of the_ground states of our 
. ' . . . 

problem with taking _into account the mixing of radial exci ta-. 

_ tions with the groun~ state stipulated by the spin-spin 
· interaction. _The mass of b -meson is calculated as the total 

1 . 

energy of the P-wave orbital excitation of the qq-system with 
3 



S=0_ (The mixing of orbital ·excita_tions is ignored). Then, the 

parameters take the values: for the case of "strong"· spin

spin coupling 

m =336 MeV,.m =491 MeV, C=115 MeV, a=3.74 GeV- 1
, 

0 s · 

and for the case of "weak" spin-spin coupling 

m =311 MeV, m =492 MeV, C=152 MeV, a=3.58 GeV- 1
• 

0 · s 

The masses of other meson states (with LS=0) are calculated 

within these two schemes at these fixed values of parameters. 

The results of . our calculations of masses of radial 

(L=0) excitations of pseudoscalar (O-+) and vector (1--) 

mesons are presented in Table 1i In particular, the calcula-
* . tion of masses K (892) and ~(1020) serves as a control of our 

approximation. The bigger value of calculated mass of the 

~-meson compairing to its experimental value can be partially• 

"stipul~ted by the neglect of a mixture of, strange· and non

strange quarks for thew- and ~-mesons. 

The results · of our calculations for the orbital (with 

S=O) excitations together with their subsequent radial·exci

tations are presented in Table. 2. 

In the same Table. 1 and 2, we present for the cornpari

sion .the results of paper / 3/. As we can see, _ for the first 

radial excitations of both s- and P-states our results are in 

good agreement with the results /3/ For the second and 

. higher radial excitatitions a·s well as for higher (D and F) 1 

orbital excitations-our preditions are 100-150 MeV lower than 

.the corresponding levels in paper / 3 / .. It c~n be explained by 

a smaller inclination of the linear potential in our case 
than an analogous value in work / 3 /. . . . 

Now, we·can compare the.results of our calculations (and 

calculations of pape~ 131as well) with th~ available experi-• 

mental data / 5 / shown in°Tables 1-and 2. One can be ·convi~ced 

of a coincidence· of 'our predi~tions of rr-, K-, p~, w-, a:nd ~~
mes·cms (Table 1, second column) with th~ corresponding obser- · 

vedsresonances. It is wcinderful that the latter settle down··' 
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Table·:1 

Hass spectrmn (in HeV) of radial excitations of pseudoscalar 

and vector light mesons 

Pseudoscalar mesons, J Pc= 0-+(L=O, S=O) 

rr-resonances 

Our calcu-
lations a> 137. 5±0. 5 1295±65 1790±65 2165±65 2490±70 ·2770±70. 

Theory/J/ 150 

Data/s/ 137.5 

K'-resonances 

Our calcu
lation al496 

Theory/ 3
/ 470 

Data/s/ 496 

1300 . 1800 

1300±100 1770±30 

1435±55 1900±60 2255±65 2575±70 2840±70 

1450 2020 

_1460 _1830 

PC --Vector mesons, J = 1 (L=0, 5=1) 

p/w-resonances 

Our calcu
cation ' a> 768 

Theory/J/ 770 

Data/s/ 768 
/782 

K*-resonances 

Our calcu..,;,· 
lation al896 

Theory/J/ 900 

Data/s/ 892 

~-resonances 

Our calcu
lation al1037±6 

Theory/J/ 1020 

Data/s/ 1019.4 

1420+15 1870±5 2230±15 2545±20 2820±25 

1450 2000 

1450±8 1700±20 -2150 
/1391±18 /1594±12 

1530±2 1960±15 2305±25 2615±30 2880±35 

1580 2110' 

1412±12 1714±20 

1640±15 2050±25 2385±35 2685±40 2945±45 

1690 

1680±50· 

al In our calculations up. and down deviations correspond to. 
"weak" and . .,strongl', spin-spin coupling schemes respectively. 
Underlined values were taken as input ones. 
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Table _2 

Mass spectrwn (in MeV) of orbital excitations of light mesons 

b -resonances . 1 

Our calcu
lation al 

/3/ Theory 
Data/s/ 

K
1
-resonances 

Our calcu-
1 lation a 

/3/ Theory 

+-1 -mesons (L=1, S=O) 

1235 

1220 

1233±10 

1715±20 2095±30 2415±40 2695±45 2945±50 

1780 

1365±8 1820±25 2180±35 2490±40 2765±50 3010±55 

1340 1900 

Data/s/ 
{

1270±10 _1800 
1402±7 

h
1
-resonances(ss) 

Our calcu
lation ' al 

Theory/ 3
/ 

Data/S/ 

rr -resonances 
2 

Our calcu-
1 lation · a 

Theory/ 3
/ 

Data/s/ 

K
2
-resonances 

Our calcu
lation, · al 

1490±15 1920±30 2270±40 2570±45 2835±50 3075±60 

1470 2010 

1380±20 
-+ 2 -mesons (L=2, S=O) 

1560±10 1945±25 2295±35 2580±45 2845±50 3105±55 

1680 2130 

1665±20 2100±150 

1670±20 2040±30 2375±40 2655±45 2915±50 3165±60 

1780 Theory/ 3
/ 

Data/S/ 
{

1580 
1768±14 

2230 

2247±17 

q,
2
-resonances 

Our calcu-
1 lation a 

Theory/ 3
/ 

Data 

1780±2~ 2135±35 2455±45 2730±50 2980±55 3230±60 

1890 

? 

6 

i1 
\), 

1:) 1, 
\1~ 

I 

l 
l, 

rr -resonances 3 . 

Our calcu-
1 lation a 

Theory/ 3 / 

Data 

K -resonances 
3 

Our calcu-
1 lation a 

Theory/ 3 / 

Data/s/ 

(continuation of Table 2) 

+- .· 
3 -mesons(L=3, S=O) 

1830±20 2170±30 

2030 

? 

1920±25 2255±35 

2120 

? 2324±24 

q,
3
-resonances 

Our calcu-
lation al 2015±30 2340±40 

"/3/ Theory 

Data 

2220 

? 

al The notations are the same as in Tabie 1. 

between our preditions for the "strong" and "weak" spin-spin 

coupling. So, we can rely upon a plausibility of our approach 

for other cases. 

The only exclusion takes place for the radial excitation 

of K*(892)-meson: our prediction for the mass of this· excita~ 

tion is 1530±2 MeV (the prediction / 3 / is even higher: 

1580 MeV/) in comparision with the observed mass of K*(1410): 

1412±12 / 5 / (or .even smaller 13.67±54 MeV as it was observed 

in the latest experiment cited in / 5 / ). Moreover, there is 

an enigmatic d~generation of this strange re~onance with the 

corresponding nonstrange p(1450)/w(1390)-resonances found 

recently / 5/, So, K*(1410)-meson looks as a superfluous reso

nance with respect to the "standard" e~citations of the qq...:. 
system. 

Further, the positions of second radial excitations 

(Table 1, third column) of rr- and K-pseudoscalar mesons are 
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in agreement with the observed resonances / 5 /_ A comparision 

for second radiai excitations of vector mesons with experi

mental data is more difficult in consequence of the existence 

of the D-wave orbital excitations possessing the same quantum 

number 1-- in the same mass region. In the Part II of our 

work we shall try to elucidate this situation and discuss 

some evidence for the existence of the p/w(1200)-resonances 

corresponding to the strange K*(1410)-resonance. 
' . 

Finally, the approximate conformity of evaluated orbital' 

(and their radial) excitations of light mesons (with S=0) 

with the crresponding experimental resonances is obtained.~s 

we can see from Table 2. Remark only that experimentally ob

served resonances K and K are mixtures of states with 
1 2 

different magnitudes of total quark-anti quark spin S=0 and 

5=1 due to·the mass difference between' strange and nonstrange 

quarks involved in the spin-orbit coupling. So the physical 
1 3 · . 

resonances K (1270) and K (1400) are mixtures of P and P 1 1 1 1 
· · 1 3 

states and K (1580) and K (1770) are mixtures of D and D 2 2 . 2 2 
states (thus, they have not 'a definite c-parity): However, 'we 

consider only 1 P -states and 1 D -states, and therefore; we·· 
1 2 

cannot directly compare the positions of these states with 

experimentally observed resonances. 

. I would like to thank S. B. Gerasimov for numerous dis

cussions and especiaily for the expianation of his method of 

relativizaticin of the potent:ial ·model. 

Appendix'A. The·Relativ.ized Potential Model 

The Schrodinger equa.tion' for the radial wave .function 

with the potential.(3) c~n be.rewritten in the form 

2 2 · . · 2 · d u(p)/dp +[C-p+A/p-L(L+1)/p Ju5p) = O (A: i) 
with the dimensionless variablep and ·the only dimensionless 

' parameter A are 
p = (2µ2/a2)1/3r A= (2µa) 2( 3

,c (A.2) 

wher.e µ=m m-/(m-+m-). 
' q q q. 'q 

The radial function and. ·the binding 

8 

energy are defined by 

R(r) = [(2µ) 112 /a] u(p)/p 

4 1/3 E = C /(2µa ) . . 
nL nL 

The eigenvalues CnL are characterized by 

quantum number n=n +L+1 where n is the radial 
r r 

equal to the number of nodes of radial 

(n =0,1,2, ... ),and Lis orbital quantum number r . 

(A.3). 

(A.4) 

the principal 

quantum number 

wave ft.mction 

( L=0, 1 , 2, ... ) . 

For the s-wave functions we have the Fermi-Schwinger sum 
rule 

where 

00 

R
2

(0) = 2µ J R2
(r)[dV(rJ/dr]r2dr 

0 

= (2µ/a 2 )[1+A<p- 2>] 

00 

<p-2> = f dp u2(p)/p2 

0 

with 

00 

f ' 2 
. dp u (p) = 1 .. 

0 

(A.5) 

For the manifest form of a solution we imploy somewhat 

improving the interpolating formulae / 4/( so that they turn 

, into Coulomb-like dependences in the limit A~ 

C = nL 

<p-2> 
n 

·[C (0)+b A+C A2]/(1+d A3 )-A 2 /(4n2
), 

nL nL nL nL . 

= [~p-
2

> (O)+~ A+7 A2]/(1~~ A3 )+A 2 /(2n3): 
· n ·· n n n 

(A. 6) 

(A.7) 

The. values of the·coefficients in these formulae are given by 

Tables A1 and A2 . 

The condition (4) means 

. Using (A.6) we find 

<1s(0) = 0. 

A = 2.144 ... 
0 

9 
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The state 

1S 

2S 

3S 

4S 

5S 

6S 

1P 

2P 

3P 

4P 

SP 

6P 

1D 

2D. 

3D 

4D 

SD 

6D 

1F 

2F 

J 

The radial 
state 

1S 

2S 

3S 

4S 

5S 

6S 

Coefficients in Eq. (A6) 

i; (0) b 
nL nL 

2.338 

4.088 

5.521 

6.787 

7.903 

8.973 

3.361 

4.885 

6.215 

7.406 

8.508 

9.543 

4.248 
' 

5.630 

6.892 

8.030 

9.092 

10.095 

5.056 

6.358 

-0.848 

-0.582 

-0.474 

-0.408 

-0.325 

-0.288 

-0.510 

-0. 411 

-0.360 

-0.314 

-0.281 

-0.255 

-0,395-

-0.330 

-0.303 

-0.273 

-0.249 

-0.229 

-0.325 

-0.291 

C 
nL 

0.201 

0.032 

0.014 

0.008 

0.007 

0.004 

0.037 

0.016 

0.010 

0.007 

0.005 

0.004 

0.036 

0.008 

0.007 

0.005 

0.003 

0.003 

0.011 

0.007 

Coefficients in Eq. (A7) 

<p-2> (O) 
n 

1.122 

0.821 

0.695 

0.622 

0.570 

0.532 

f3 n 

0.620 

0.287 

0.196 

0.151 

0.124 

0.105 

IO 

1' n 

-0.359 

-0.032 

-0.010 

-0.005 

-0.004 

-0.003 

Table.Al 

d 
nL 

0.0262 

-3.4X10-S 

3. 9x10- 5 

1. 4X10-s 

2,3X10-s 

-1. ox10-s 

-4. 1x10- 5 

-2. 2X10-s 

1.sx10-5 

1. 2x10-s 

2.1x10- 5
. 

0.9x10- 5 

0.0028 

-1. 4X10-S 

2,6X10-s 

2.2x10-s 

- 0 

- 0 

3. 9X10:. 5 

0 

Table A2 

a 
n 

-0.0461 

- 0 
-5. 9x10-s 

-6.9X10-s 

- 0 

- 0 

The eigenvalues of i; at this value of i\ are presented in 
. nL · 

Table A3. In the same table we- present the ratio of magni-

tudes of radial wave functions of. n-radial state. and of the 

ground state "at zero" 

:t' = R (0)/R (0) = [(1+i\• <p-
2

> )/(1+i\ <p-:
2

> )]
1
/2. 

n 'n 1 0 n O 1 
(A.10) 

T.able A3 

The eigenvalues i;nL _and values of :t'n at i\
0
=2.144 

n 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

'=ns 
0 

2.70 

4.44, 

5.87 

7.19 

8.34 

i;nP 

2.15 

3.95 

5.42 

6.72 

7.90 

8.99 

i;nD 

3.35 

4.84 

6.23 

7.43 

8.55 

9.60 

i;nF 

4.34 

5.72 

:t'n 

1 

-0.695 
,, .\ 

0.619 

-0.580 
'' 

0.558 

-o. 548 .. 

In accordance with the usual convention signs 

consequent wave function "at zero" choose alternate. 

Now the Eq. (2) is rewritten in the form 

4 ·2 22 2 22 
W -2(m +m- )W +(m -m-) = 

q q q q 

of 

= (2 /a)4'3[W4-(m 2-m-2)2]2,3i; (i\ ). 
q q nL 

(A.11) 

Solutions of this equation gives eigenvalues of the .'total 

energy w' in the_ c. m. s. without a c:onsideration of. spin-spin 

interaction. We take into account the latter under .proposi~ 

tions (6). and (7) or (8). Now, we have for the matrix 

elements of the mass matrix: in the case of "weak". spin-spin 
coupling 

<i I HU> = w I au + 

2 . 4 ' 4 4 4 1/2 ) +16m C;t' :t' <s •s->W W /[ (W ,-.cL)(W -A ) ] , (A.12 
0 IJqqlJ I J 

where'·IJ.
4 = (m 

2
-m-

2
)

2 ,·and in the case of "strong" spin-spin 
q q '' 

11 



coupling 

<i IHU> = w c5 +4m 2 Cx i <s •s->/(m m~). 
IIJ 0, IJ q q qq 

(A.13) 

In Eqs. (A.12) and (A.13) <s •s-> = 1/4, -3/4 for vector and 
' ' q q ' 

pseudoscalar mesons respectively. Now; the task consists in 

the diagonalization of matrix (A.12) or (A.13). We take into 

account'6 radial states. 
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fOBOPKOB A .B. ' 
06 oco6eHHOCTRX cneKTPa pesoHaHC0B 
nerKHX MesoH0B· 
I. MoAenb 

E2-91-358 

CneKTP peanbHhlX 1I op61ITeJibHhJX Bos6Y)l<AeHHH (c LS. = O) 
nerKHX MesoHoB, BhlqHcJieHHhlH Ha 0CHoBe peJIRTHB~36BaHHoR 
noTeH~HaJibHOH KBaPK0BOH M0AeJIH, xoporuo cornacyeTCR C 3KC 
rrepHMeHTaJibHO Ha6JIIDABBlliHMHCR pesoHattcaMH, liCKJIIDqeHHe co-' ' * CTaBJIRer paAHaJibHoe B036Y)KAeHH,e K (892)-MesoHa, 

Pa6oTa BhlD0JIHeHa B J1a6opaTOPHH TeopeTHtreCKOli qJH3HKH 
omrn. 

Coo6tueitHe 061,e.rtmJeHHoro liHCTHTyTaH.llepHt.Ix kccne]loalurnl1. lly6Ha 1991 

Govorkov A.B. 
On the Subtleties of the Spectrum 
of Light Meson Resonances· 
I. The Model 

EZ-91-358 

It is found that the spectrtiin of radial and orbital 
excitations (witp ts= 0) of light mesons evaluated on 
the basis of a relativized potential quark modei is ~oh
sistent with expetitttentaily obsefved resonances. The oh-
ly exception_ :i.s the radial excitation' of K,.t(892.). 

The,irtvestigat:i.~h has been performed at the Laboratot 
of TheoteHcai.Physics; · JINR. 

Cotnmunicatioti or the Joiht lrtstitute for_ Nuclear Research. Dubna 1991 


